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Key Points:11

• We present Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca measurements of two corals from the northern Galá-12

pagos, spanning 25-30 years following the 1982-3 El Niño event.13

• In the faster-growing colony, the Sr/Ca-SST relationship weakens after heat stress.14

• Excluding data after the heat stress event from proxy calibration improves tem-15

perature reconstruction statistics.16
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Abstract17

Coral Sr/Ca records have been widely used to reconstruct and understand past sea surface18

temperature (SST) variability in the tropical Pacific. However, in the eastern equatorial19

Pacific, coral growth conditions are marginal, and strong El Niño events have led to high20

mortality, limiting opportunities for coral Sr/Ca-based SST reconstructions. In this study,21

we present two ∼ 25 year Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca records measured on modern Porites lobata22

from Wolf and Darwin Islands in the northern Galápagos. In these records, we confirm23

the well-established relationship between Sr/Ca and SST and investigate the impact of heat24

stress on this relationship. We demonstrate a weakened relationship between Sr/Ca and SST25

after a major (Degree Heating Months 9◦C-months) heat stress event during the 1997-199826

El Niño, with a larger response in the Wolf core. However, removing data that covers the27

1997-1998 El Niño from calibration does not improve reconstruction statistics. Nevertheless,28

we find that excluding data after the 1997-1998 El Niño event from the calibration reduces29

the SST reconstruction error slightly. These results confirm that coral Sr/Ca is a reliable30

SST proxy in this region, although it can respond adversely to unusual heat stress. We31

suggest that noise in Sr/Ca-SST calibrations may be reduced by removing data immediately32

following large heat extremes.33

Plain Language Summary34

The ratio of strontium to calcium (Sr/Ca) in reef-building coral skeletons has long35

been recognized to covary with the seawater temperature in which the corals grew and36

has been measured in many corals to understand past temperature changes. However,37

there are few examples from the eastern equatorial Pacific, an important region that drives38

variations in the climate system. Furthermore, this ratio might not reflect temperature39

as reliably after a heat stress event because of the physiological impacts on calcification40

processes. To test if Sr/Ca in corals from this region can reflect past temperature reliably41

and if this coral "thermometer" is compromised by heat stress, we analyze two coral records42

from the northern Galápagos. We find that Sr/Ca in these corals reflect temperature,43

but their relationship is weaker following heat stress and during the 21st century portion44

of our coral records. Although the heat stress event itself does not affect how well we45

can infer past temperature, using data after the event to establish the Sr/Ca-temperature46

relationship impacts the accuracy of temperature reconstruction. Our results demonstrate47

that excluding post-heat stress periods from the intervals during which these chemistry-48

climate relationships are developed may reduce the uncertainty of the resulting temperature49

reconstructions.50

1 Introduction51

Paleoclimate records based on the geochemistry of reef-building coral skeletons are crit-52

ical for understanding tropical Pacific climate variability. The increasing number of coral53

geochemical records and synthesis studies in recent decades have improved our understand-54

ing of unforced and forced sea surface temperature (SST) variability in the tropical Pacific55

(e.g., Carilli et al., 2014; DeLong et al., 2007; Jimenez et al., 2018; Linsley et al., 2015;56

Nurhati et al., 2009; Tierney et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2014).57

Despite these advancements, the spatiotemporal coverage of coral records remains ex-58

tremely sparse, particularly in the eastern equatorial Pacific where marginal conditions and59

strong variability limit coral growth (Cole & Tudhope, 2017). Recent analyses have sug-60

gested the relationship between coral geochemistry and SST can be disrupted under extreme61

environmental conditions such as marine heatwaves (Clarke et al., 2017, 2019; D’Olivo &62

McCulloch, 2017; D’Olivo et al., 2019; Hetzinger et al., 2016; Leupold et al., 2019; Sagar et63

al., 2016), which raises the question of the fidelity of these proxy records in capturing ex-64

treme conditions. Such limitations in data coverage and proxy uncertainties can hinder our65

ability to understand SST variability in the tropical Pacific (Comboul et al., 2015; Loope66
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et al., 2020). To assess these challenges and the potential for long SST reconstructions67

from marginal reef environments in the eastern equatorial Pacific, we evaluate the impact68

of environmental stress on coral Sr/Ca calibration in the northern Galápagos.69

Coral Sr/Ca is commonly used to reconstruct SST, based on a robust negative rela-70

tionship between coral Sr/Ca and SST (hereafter "Sr/Ca-SST relationship") across many71

locations (e.g., Corrège, 2006, and references therein). This temperature dependence is also72

supported by aragonite precipitation experiments (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; DeCarlo et al.,73

2015). However, the sensitivity of Sr/Ca to SST, as indicated by the linear regression slope,74

often differs among coral colonies (Alpert et al., 2016; DeLong et al., 2007; Grove et al., 2013;75

Sayani et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2014). This makes coral-based SST reconstruction difficult76

when empirical calibration is not possible (e.g., when using fossil corals for reconstruction).77

These disparities might partially arise from differences in laboratory and/or data processing78

methods, for instance sampling a suboptimal growth track or failing to properly account for79

observational uncertainties in the calibration (Alibert & McCulloch, 1997; DeLong et al.,80

2013; Reed et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2014).81

Physiological processes may also impact the fidelity of the Sr/Ca-SST proxy (e.g., Alli-82

son & Finch, 2004; Goodkin et al., 2005; Thompson, n.d.). Corals calcify from a fluid within83

a semi-enclosed environment (calcifying fluid) (Cohen & McConnaughey, 2003; Cohen &84

Gaetani, 2010), and preferentially incorporate or exclude trace elements (TEs) depending85

on their partition coefficients (KD) (as reviewed by Thompson, n.d.). For example, Sr in-86

corporation is weakly favored in the skeleton (KD Sr/Ca ∼ 1.1) whereas Mg is strongly87

excluded (KD Mg/Ca ∼ 0.001). As calcification proceeds, therefore, the TE/Ca ratio in the88

calcifying fluid represents a balance between calcification and replenishment by ambient sea-89

water through both active and passive transport processes (McCulloch et al., 2017; Sevilgen90

et al., 2019; Thompson, n.d.). Changes in calcification rate can thus alter the geochem-91

ical composition of the calcifying fluid and the TE/Ca of the coral skeleton via Rayleigh92

fractionation (Cohen & Gaetani, 2010; Thompson, n.d.). In addition, coral calcifying fluid93

geochemistry (and thus calcification) is also governed by active transcellular (i.e., through94

cells) and/or paracellular (i.e., between cells) pathways (Allemand et al., 2011; Thompson,95

n.d.). In particular, active Ca2+ pumping (via the Ca-ATPase pump) incorporates Ca2+96

(and Sr2+ as a by-product, Marchitto et al., 2018) and elevates pH of the calcifying fluid to97

maintain aragonite supersaturation of the calcifying fluid (Cohen & McConnaughey, 2003;98

Thompson, n.d.).99

Both Rayleigh fractionation and Ca2+ active transport affect the ratios of TEs to Ca100

in the calcifying fluid, and therefore the TE/Ca ratios in coral skeletons (Cohen & Gaetani,101

2010; Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; DeCarlo et al., 2015). The strong statistical relationship be-102

tween Sr/Ca and SST across numerous sites highlights that in most cases, these processes do103

not significantly impact Sr/Ca-based SST reconstructions. However, stressful environmen-104

tal conditions may perturb the normal functioning of the coral’s calcification physiology, for105

instance by disrupting metabolic and calcification processes, and create skeletal geochemical106

anomalies. Here we leverage unusually warm SST in Galápagos during an extreme El Niño107

event to document the impact of warming on the coral Sr/Ca-SST relationship.108

The effects of temperature changes on coral calcification have been widely investigated.109

Past studies have documented that increases in average and extreme SSTs can cause the110

expulsion of zooxanthellae and coral bleaching (e.g Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). This has been111

observed in field surveys (Glynn, 1988; Glynn et al., 2015, 2018) and naturally extreme112

environments (Camp et al., 2018; Hoadley et al., 2019), and is further supported by growth113

rate measurements and stress bands in cores from massive corals (e.g., Barkley et al., 2018;114

DeCarlo & Cohen, 2017; Lough & Cantin, 2014). However, corals might be more resilient115

to temperature changes than previously thought. Geochemical and skeletal density analyses116

of cores from massive corals have suggested acclimatization to heat stress (Carilli et al.,117

2012; Clarke et al., 2019; DeCarlo et al., 2019; D’Olivo et al., 2019; Leupold et al., 2019;118

Thompson & van Woesik, 2009). Nevertheless, the relevant mechanisms remain disputed,119
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and may include changes in genetics, the metabolic conditions, or the community of coral-120

associated microbes, including symbionts (e.g., Gibbin et al., 2018; Jones & Berkelmans,121

2010; Palumbi et al., 2014; Ziegler et al., 2017). These studies provide multiple lines of122

evidence that changes in temperature can impact coral calcification.123

Changes in coral calcification rate can impact the Sr/Ca of the calcifying fluid and124

the skeleton independent of SST. These non-climatic effects have obvious implications for125

using skeletal Sr/Ca to reconstruct SST. For example, mounting evidence suggests that126

stressful conditions may disrupt the Sr/Ca-SST relationship (Clarke et al., 2017, 2019;127

D’Olivo & McCulloch, 2017; D’Olivo et al., 2019; Hetzinger et al., 2016; Leupold et al.,128

2019; Sagar et al., 2016). Previous studies have targeted corals that experienced a known129

heat stress event and demonstrated that such stress weakens the Sr/Ca-SST relationship.130

This breakdown is temporary: the relationship is usually restored within a year, although in131

some cases the disruption of the Sr/Ca-SST relationship can last several years (D’Olivo et al.,132

2019). Multiple mechanisms have been put forth to explain the disruption of the Sr/Ca-SST133

relationship, including: 1) reduced coral extension, which smooths out the seasonal cycle134

immediately after the stress event (Barnes et al., 1995; Gagan et al., 2012; Clarke et al.,135

2019), 2) a reduction in active transport via transcellular (e.g., Ca-ATPase) or paracellular136

pathways due to energy limitations, which reduces aragonite saturation of the calcifying137

fluid (Marshall & McCulloch, 2002), and 3) a reduction in calcification rate, which leads to138

a Rayleigh fractionation response (Clarke et al., 2017; D’Olivo & McCulloch, 2017; D’Olivo139

et al., 2019).140

Despite evidence that heat stress can disrupt the Sr/Ca-SST relationship, we lack a141

clear mechanistic understanding of how this breakdown occurs and its impact on the fi-142

delity of the resulting SST reconstruction. First, most prior studies have focused on corals143

from regions with similar mean SST and small SST variations. However, a single coral genus’144

heat stress response can vary in magnitude from site to site. Notably, corals accustomed to145

greater natural SST variability have been shown to be less susceptible to heat stress (Carilli146

et al., 2012; Sully et al., 2019; Thompson & van Woesik, 2009), and may therefore exhibit147

more consistent SST-TE/Ca relationships. Second, though evidence suggests the impacts148

of heat stress on the Sr/Ca-SST relationship can continue for several years (D’Olivo et al.,149

2019), most prior studies have only examined changes in the Sr/Ca-SST relationship during150

and immediately after a heat stress event. Thus, the statistics of the Sr/Ca-based SST151

reconstruction could be biased for some unknown period following temperature extremes.152

Third, the impacts of a disrupted Sr/Ca-SST relationship on Sr/Ca calibration and SST153

reconstruction have not been fully explored. Given that recent decades have been char-154

acterized by an increase in the frequency and intensity of heat stress (Oliver et al., 2018;155

Fröhlicher et al., 2018; Hobday et al., 2016), this disruption may have biased the Sr/Ca-156

SST calibrations used to reconstruct the history of SST and related phenomena (e.g., the157

El Niño-Southern Oscillation; ENSO). Altogether, these unknowns warrant further study158

to understand how the Sr/Ca-SST relationship may change in response to heat stress.159

In this study, we present TE/Ca records measured in two modern Porites lobata corals160

collected from Wolf and Darwin Islands in the northern Galápagos archipelago, Ecuador,161

where large interannual SST variance, low pH, and high nutrients create marginal conditions162

for reef growth (Cortés, 1997; Cortés et al., 2017; Manzello et al., 2008). With these163

measurements, we address three overarching questions. First, at these marginal sites, does164

coral Sr/Ca exhibit a relationship with SST that is consistent with previous studies? Second,165

do heat stress events affect the relationship between Sr/Ca and SST at these sites? And166

third, if so, does excluding anomalous intervals improve SST reconstruction?167
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2 Materials and Methods168

2.1 Eastern Equatorial Pacific and Galápagos Oceanography169

The Galápagos archipelago lies along the equator, ∼1000 km west of South America,170

in a region of large spatial and temporal environmental variability. A meridional SST171

gradient crosses the archipelago, with warmer conditions in the north and cooler in the172

south and west (Figure 1). Two major ocean currents govern the oceanography in the173

Galápagos: 1) the westward South Equatorial Current that splits into two lobes; and 2) the174

Equatorial Undercurrent that travels eastward in the subsurface and shoals when it strikes175

the Galápagos platform (Kessler, 2006).176

Figure 1. Site locations and climatology. a-b) Mean annual SST and c-d) monthly SST standard
deviation between 1982-2017 derived from OISST (Reynolds et al., 2007), where b) and d) represent
areas enclosed by the boxes in a) and c). e-f) SST climatology of Isla Wolf (GW10-10; blue) and
Isla Darwin (GD15-3-1; green) with background color showing SST variations that cover the same
span as the Sr/Ca records.

Interannual ENSO extremes can significantly impact Galápagos corals. Both the high177

temperatures associated with El Niño events and the cooling during La Niñas cause stress178

and bleaching (Glynn et al., 2015, 2018; Banks et al., 2009). Virtually all coral colonies in the179

Galápagos archipelago experienced bleaching and mortality following the 1982-83 El Niño180

(Glynn, 1988); only colonies at Darwin and Wolf Islands showed significant regrowth after181

the event (Glynn et al., 2015). The 1997-8 El Nino event was also severe, triggering "island-182

wide" bleaching at Darwin (Glynn et al., 2015); Isla Wolf was not evaluated. Corals in the183

Galápagos archipelago also frequently experience multi-day rapid cooling events (∼ 5−10◦C)184

that are caused by thermocline shoaling (Banks et al., 2009; Riegl et al., 2019a).185

2.2 Coral Collection and Sampling186

We analyzed coral cores from Isla Darwin (core GD15-3-1; 1◦42’ N, 92◦ W) and Isla187

Wolf (core GW10-10; 1◦23’N, 91◦50’W; Figure 1). Both cores were collected from living P.188

lobata coral using diver-operated hydraulic (Wolf) and pneumatic (Darwin) drills, in June189

2010 at Wolf and in January 2015 at Darwin. In the lab, we halved, slabbed, and cleaned the190

cores by sonication in deionized water. Next, we x-rayed the slabs and used the resulting191

images to establish sampling transects along rapidly growing skeletal “fans” (Figure S1).192
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We also examined two sections of GW10-10 and GD15-3-2 (different core from the same193

colony as GD15-3-1) with a scanning electron microscope to screen for diagenesis. Both194

sections showed pristine primary aragonite with no evidence of alteration (Figures S2-S3).195

We used an automated benchtop mill (Sherline Computer Numerical Control) to subsample196

the slabs at 1 mm resolution down core. Earlier measurements from the same powdered197

samples (GW10-10) were presented in Jimenez et al. (2018), although that study used a198

different ICP-OES instrument and associated methods and only focused on Sr/Ca.199

2.3 Laboratory Methods200

Our method was modified from Schrag (1999) and Cantarero et al. (2017). For each201

sample, 0.5-0.7 mg of coral powder was acidified with 3.5 mL of 5% trace metal grade HNO3202

to yield a solution of approximately 80 ppm Ca. We measured Sr (421 nm), Mg (285 nm),203

and Ca (315 nm) content with a radial torch view using a Thermo Electron Corporation204

iCap 7400 Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optimal Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) at205

the University of Arizona. We computed Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca elemental ratios using Sr (421206

nm)/Ca (315 nm), and Mg (285 nm)/Ca (315 nm) output. We corrected the effects of plasma207

drift and matrix effects in these elemental ratios following Schrag (1999). To account for208

plasma drift, we measured a reference solution between each sample and adjusted the sample209

value. Next, in each run, we measured three matrix standards with same TE/Ca but with210

different Ca concentrations (60 ppm, 80 ppm, and 100 ppm) created by volumetric dilution211

of TE stock solutions; linear regression of measured TE/Ca values on Ca concentration212

in matrix standards was used to correct for matrix effects. Afterwards, we normalized213

our data by adding the offset between a liquid internal coral standard (MCPL) measured214

independently at the University of Western Australia on an ICP-MS and average MCPL215

measured value of each run. We also measured two internal coral powder standards (MCP216

and JCP-1) to estimate analytical uncertainty.217

2.4 Age Model218

To construct age models and calibrate our elemental records, we used the 0.25◦ x219

0.25◦ monthly optimally interpolated sea surface temperature product version 2 (OISSTv2)220

(Reynolds et al., 2007). Prior to age modeling, we identified and removed geochemical221

outliers following Reed et al. (2021). To establish the age model for GW10-10 and GD15-3-1222

elemental records, we identified each year’s Sr/Ca minimum and tied it to the corresponding223

SST maximum (March) at grid cells 1.625◦N, 267.875◦E and 1.375◦N, 268.125◦E for GD15-224

3-1 and GW10-10, respectively. Finally, we linearly interpolated each elemental record to225

monthly time series based on the annual tie points.226

2.5 Calibration and Residuals227

We regressed the elemental records onto SST using weighted least squares (WLS) re-228

gression based on a maximum likelihood algorithm (Thirumalai et al., 2011; York et al.,229

2004) to identify the relationship between TE/Ca records and SST. WLS analysis accounts230

for uncertainty in both the SST and elemental time series and allows for correlation in er-231

rors. As such, it provides a more robust estimation of the SST-proxy relationship compared232

to ordinary least squares regression or reduced major axis regression (Thirumalai et al.,233

2011; York et al., 2004). We calculated the analytical uncertainty for each TE/Ca by taking234

1 standard deviation (1σ) of the JCP-1 standard across all runs included in the dataset235

(n=32).236

Following linear calibration, we analyzed the residuals from the Sr/Ca-SST regression237

to explore whether systematic behavior could be identified. If SST is sufficient to explain238

all systematic variations in Sr/Ca, then we expect the residuals to be independent and239

follow a normal distribution with zero mean. We determined whether (1) a linear trend240

was present in the residual using ordinary least squares regression, (2) the residuals were241
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autocorrelated by analyzing the residuals’ autocorrelation function, (3) the residuals were242

normally distributed through an Anderson-Darling test, and (4) the residuals scaled with243

observed SST. The significance of the trend and relationship between residual and observed244

SST were determined by analyzing the standard error of the regression. The significance of245

autocorrelation in the residuals was determined by calculating the large lag standard errors246

at lag k following Anderson (1976):247

√
V ar(rk) '

√√√√ 1

N
(1 + 2

K∑
i=1

r2i ) (1)248

where N = timeseries length, rk = correlation at lag k.249

2.6 Heat Stress Events250

2.6.1 Definition251

In Galápagos, heat stress events are commonly associated with strong El Niño condi-252

tions (Figure S4). We defined heat stress events from ERSST version 5 (Huang et al., 2017)253

using the Degrees Heat Month metric (DHM), calculated from a thermal stress threshold254

based on both the maximum climatological temperature and local temperature variability255

(Text S1 and Figure S5; Donner, 2011; Logan et al., 2012). Unlike Degree Heating Weeks256

(Liu et al., 2003), this approach enable us to use monthly SST data. We used ERSST257

because it covers a longer period, permitting a more rigorous assessment of baseline condi-258

tions; nevertheless, its spatial resolution is lower than OISST. As a result of this difference259

in temporal coverage and spatial resolution, the standard deviation of OISST data is larger260

by < 0.2◦C at both locations, and the mean value is slightly lower (Figure S6). The baseline261

condition (SSTc) over the climatological period was defined as:262

SSTc = 〈max(SSTi)〉 (2)263

Following Donner (2011), the thermal threshold (SST2.5σ) was defined as :264

SST2.5σ = 2.5× σ(max(SSTi)) + SSTc (3)265

where max(SSTi) = maximum SST in year i, 〈〉 = average, σ = standard deviation. We266

defined the climatological period as 1950-1980; hence i = 1950, 1951, ..., 1980. The DHM267

of a specific month is defined as the sum of temperature stress (in ◦C) exceeding this268

threshold (SST2.5σ) during the current and preceding three months. We used Bleaching269

Alert thresholds defined in Donner (2011) to estimate the likelihood of bleaching due to270

heat stress: Bleaching Alert Level I threshold occurs at 2.5σ(max(SSTi))
◦C · month and271

Bleaching Alert Level II threshold occurs at 4.9σ(max(SSTi))◦C ·month. This approach is272

more robust than the traditional DHM definition because it takes into account the variable273

maximum SST in each year (Donner, 2011; Logan et al., 2012) and evidence that corals are274

less susceptible to extreme conditions when they experience large historical variability (Sully275

et al., 2019; Thompson & van Woesik, 2009). Previous work has also demonstrated improved276

bleaching predictability using this variability-based threshold over traditional DHM (Logan277

et al., 2012).278

2.6.2 Regression and Jackknifing279

We evaluated the impacts of heat stress events on Sr/Ca-SST relationships and SST280

reconstruction using three complementary approaches. First, we calculated running regres-281

sions between Sr/Ca and SST using 5 different moving windows to determine the temporal282

variability of the regression slope (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 years). Second, we randomly removed283

varying lengths (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 years) of Sr/Ca and SST data, and used the remaining284

data to perform the regression. This allowed us to identify time periods and interval lengths285

that have the most significant impact on the regression slope. Third, we randomly removed286
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2 consecutive years of Sr/Ca and SST data to mimic the typical length of a heat stress287

event and split the remaining data into halves for calibration and reconstruction. Specif-288

ically, we developed the calibration equation using one half and applied the equation to289

the other half for reconstruction. We then compared the root mean square error (RMSE)290

between the reconstructed SST and instrumental SST. Since the RMSE is sensitive to both291

calibration and reconstruction, we also compared the RMSE using the other half for cali-292

bration/reconstruction. This allowed us to determine if including heat stress events in the293

calibration could influence the reconstruction skill.294

2.6.3 Rayleigh Fractionation Model295

To understand how calcification and active Ca2+ transport changed across the heat296

stress event, we modelled changes in TE/Ca using a closed system Rayleigh fractionation297

equation following Sinclair (2015):298

(
TE
Ca

)
arag

=

(
TE
Ca

)
cf

(1− PKDTE )

(1− P )
(4)299

where
(
TE
Ca

)
arag

is the TE/Ca ratio of the skeleton,
(
TE
Ca

)
cf

is the TE/Ca ratio of the300

calcifying fluid, P is the proportion of Ca left in the calcifying fluid after precipitation301

has ended, and KDTE
is the partition coefficient of TE. Following D’Olivo and McCulloch302

(2017), we constructed two equations using Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca data and their respective303

KD to solve for Cacf and P. KD for Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca were calculated following KDSr/Ca =304

exp(−1.86 + 600/TK) (Sinclair, 2015) and KDMg/Ca = exp(−13.13 + 1770/TK) respectively.305

Calculations for KDMg/Ca were modified slightly from Sinclair (2015), where KDMg/Ca =306

exp(−12.9 + 1860/TK), so that P is constrained between 0 and 1 and Cacf is higher than307

seawater (> 10.25 mmol/mol).308

2.7 Age Model Sensitivity Test309

We tested the sensitivity of our results to assumptions made in our age model. Our310

age modeling approach assumed that the growth rate was constant between each tie point311

and that maximum SST occurred in March. These assumptions introduce subannual un-312

certainties in our SST reconstruction and can bias the estimated variance (Lawman et al.,313

2020). Thus, we introduced two alternate age models to test the robustness of our results:314

one that tied Sr/Ca minima to observed (not climatological) maximum OISST SST of each315

year, and one that tied Sr/Ca maxima and minima to the observed minimum and maximum316

OISST SST of each year. These two alternate age models explore the impact of subannual317

age model uncertainties stemming from variations in the month when maximum SSTs occur318

each year and the variable seasonal growth rate (explored further in Reed et al. (2021) and319

Wellington and Glynn (1983); Text S2).320

3 Results and Discussion321

The record from GW10-10 spans October 1985 to May 2010, and that from GD15-3-322

1 covers September 1986 to September 2014 (Figure 2). The mean values of Sr/Ca and323

Mg/Ca are comparable between the two cores (GW10-10 Sr/Ca: 9.099 mmol/mol, GD15-324

3-1 Sr/Ca: 9.055 mmol/mol; GW10-10 Mg/Ca: 4.368 mmol/mol, GD15-3-1 Mg/Ca: 4.403325

mmol/mol). The Sr/Ca of GW10-10 exhibits greater variability (standard deviation) than326

that in GD15-3-1 (GW10-10 Sr/Ca: 0.128 mmol/mol, GD15-3-1 Sr/Ca: 0.109 mmol/mol).327

Although the Mg/Ca standard deviation for GW10-10 is also greater than that of GD15-3-1328

GW10-10 Mg/Ca: 0.340 mmol/mol, GD15-3-1 Mg/Ca: 0.256 mmol/mol), this results from329

a single large anomaly that punctuates much lower-variability periods (discussed below).330
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Figure 2. Time series of coral records. a) Sr/Ca and b) Mg/Ca time series from GW10-10. c)
Sr/Ca and d) Mg/Ca time series from GD15-3-1. Lighter shaded background indicates 1σ analytical
uncertainty.

3.1 Regression and Residuals331

WLS regression based on monthly data demonstrates a negative relationship between332

Sr/Ca and SST at both sites. The regression slopes are −0.0625 ± 0.0024 and −0.0530 ±333

0.0024 mmol/mol/◦C (±1 standard error) for GW10-10 and GD15-3-1, respectively. A simi-334

lar relationship between Sr/Ca and SST results from ordinary least squares (OLS) regression335

(Figure S7).336

Sr/Ca calibration of our two records indicate a robust relationship between Sr/Ca337

and SST. Although the regression slopes are different between the two records, they are338

within the range suggested in previous synthesis studies (Corrège, 2006) and a previously339

published Sr/Ca reconstruction from the Galápagos (Jimenez et al., 2018). These results340

give confidence that Sr/Ca is a reliable paleothermometer at this site (Cole & Tudhope,341

2017; Schrag, 1999).342

Table 1. Statistical moments of GW10-10 and GD15-3-1 Sr/Ca-SST residuals using 1-month and
3-month averaged data

Moments GW10-10 GD15-3-1
1 Month 3 Month 1 Month 3 Month

Mean -5.9696E-6 -1.7219E-4 8.4963E-5 3.2586E-5
Variance 0.0081 0.0044 0.0066 0.0041
Skewness 0.3511 0.2124 0.1546 0.0246
Kurtosis 3.5637 2.9737 2.8910 2.4863
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Figure 3. Residual characteristics from Sr/Ca calibration. Monthly data: a-b) Residual dis-
tribution and c-d) autocorrelation of residuals, with dashed line representing 2 standard error.
Three-month averaged data: e-f) Residual distribution, and g-h) autocorrelation of residuals, with
dashed line representing 2 standard error. Top row shows results from GW10-10 whereas bottom
row shows results from GD15-3-1. Also shown are p-values of the Anderson Darling test.

Residuals from the linear regression between Sr/Ca and SST can provide additional in-343

sight into how well monthly Sr/Ca variations are linearly related to SST and whether factors344

other than SST systematically influence coral Sr/Ca. We analyzed four properties of the345

residuals from the Sr/Ca-SST regression at both sites (Figure 3a-d, S8a-d). The Anderson-346

Darling test indicates residuals from GW10-10 exhibit non-normal behavior, whereas residu-347

als from GD15-3-1 follow a normal distribution. The non-normal GW10-10 residual behavior348

is also reflected in higher order statistical moments (with a positively skewed, leptokurtotic349

distribution, Table 1). The skewness and kurtosis of GD15-3-1 residuals are closer to values350

expected from a normal distribution (Table 1). We also find significant autocorrelation in351

both residuals (up to a 4 month lag). OLS regression of the Sr/Ca residuals as a function352

of time suggests residuals from both sites exhibit a statistically significant negative trend.353

Lastly, the amplitude of the Sr/Ca residual does not scale with observed SST, as indicated354

by the lack of significant correlation between the residuals and SST (Figure S8a-d). The355

non-normal, autocorrelated residuals and the negative temporal trend in residuals violate356

the assumptions made in linear regression and suggest that not all systematic variations in357

Sr/Ca on monthly timescale are linearly related to SST.358

Such non-normal behavior and autocorrelation in residuals could simply arise from er-359

rors in the age-depth model (Text S2) or the fact that a linear model cannot fully capture360

Sr/Ca-SST relationship. However, despite a strengthened Sr/Ca-SST relationship using the361

two alternate age models, the negative trend, the autocorrelation (in both cores), and the362

non-normal behavior (in GW10-10) of residuals persist (Figure S9). Furthermore, compar-363

ison between the goodness of fit of a linear, 2nd order polynomial, and exponential models364

suggest that applying a higher order model to describe the Sr/Ca-SST relationship does365

not yield statistical benefit (not shown). These results imply that our assumptions related366

to age modeling (constant growth rate between tie points and stationary seasonality) and367

regression model are unlikely to be the only cause of autocorrelation and non-normal resid-368

uals, even though small (∼monthly) age offsets might systematically bias the Sr/Ca records369

on subseasonal timescales.370

To reduce the effects of subseasonal age uncertainty from our monthly resolution data,371

we create three-month (‘seasonal’) averages of Sr/Ca and SST centered on March, June,372

September, and December of each year. Next, we regress seasonal Sr/Ca onto seasonal373
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SST for Sr/Ca calibration. This approach reduces autocorrelation in the residuals (Figure374

3e-h) while maintaining subannual resolution. In both cores, the Sr/Ca-SST correlation375

increases and the slope steepens compared to monthly resolution, with regression slopes376

of −0.0703 ± 0.0046 and −0.0580 ± 0.0046 mmol/mol/◦C (±1 standard error) for GW10-377

10 and GD15-3-1 respectively (Figure 4). This approach also reduces the skewness and378

kurtosis of residuals in GW10-10 and normalizes the distribution (Table 1). This result is379

consistent with the behavior of residuals in the monthly dataset, where there is significant380

1-4 month lagged correlation (Figure 3). Averaging monthly data to 3-month intervals thus381

minimizes the autocorrelation in the residual, and the 3-month regressions yield a more382

reliable estimate of the Sr/Ca-SST relationship. We present the remaining results based on383

the 3-month (seasonal) averaged data.384

Figure 4. 3 month averaged Sr/Ca and SST relationship. Time series of seasonal (Feb-Apr,
May-Jul, Aug-Oct, Nov-Jan) instrumental SST and Sr/Ca-inferred SST from a) GW10-10 and b)
GD15-3-1. Also shown are Sr/Ca regressed onto SST for c) GW10-10 and d) GD15-3-1 using a
weight least square approach (WLS; blue) and ordinary least square approach (OLS; green).

3.2 Heat stress and Sr/Ca-SST relationship385

Based on the DHM metric, we identify three heat stress events since 1985 (Figure386

5g), which correspond to well-known El Niño events (1987-1988, 1992-1993, and 1997-1998;387

Figure S4). The 1997-1998 event reached Bleaching Alert Level II, whereas 1987-1988388

and 1992-1993 reached Bleaching Alert Level I. Comparing DHM to running regressions of389

Sr/Ca and SST, using varying running window lengths, we observe a weakened Sr/Ca-SST390

relationship after the 1997-1998 El Niño (Figures 5), when massive bleaching was recorded391

(Donner et al., 2017; Glynn, 2000). The reduction is particularly substantial in GW10-10.392

However, both cores capture the magnitude of the 1997-1998 El Niño event in their Sr/Ca393

records with remarkable consistency (Figure 4). Changes in Sr/Ca-SST relationship across394

the other Bleaching Alert I events are not apparent.395

In contrast to Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca behaves differently in these cores, particularly across396

the 1997-1998 El Niño event. Prior to 1997, Mg/Ca correlates with Sr/Ca and with SST397
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Figure 5. 3 month averaged running regression for GW10-10 (left) and GD15-3-1 (right). Re-
gression slopes with a) 2 year, b) 4 year, c) 6 year, d) 8 year, e) 10 year running window. Also
shown are f) Mg/Ca, g) DHM (brown) and SST (dark gray) with heat stress threshold (dashed
line) for comparison. Black horizontal line and shadings shown in a-e) represent the regression slope
obtained using the full dataset and 1σ WLS uncertainty, respectively. Shaded area overlaid in each
subplot represents periods post-1997 where the 1997-98 El Niño period was not included.
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in both cores, but its range is much smaller in GW10-10 (Figure 7). In both cores, the398

initial warming in 1997 is accompanied by an anomalous increase in coral Mg/Ca; this is399

particularly notable in core GW10-10 (Figure 6). Following this event, we observe a sharp400

reduction in the Sr/Ca-SST relationship in the 2-year running regression window (Figure401

5), as the Mg/Ca drops to a new baseline level of approximately 0.5 mmol/mol above pre-402

1997 values. In core GD15-3-1, we see a similar change in Mg/Ca ∼1997; however, Mg/Ca403

returns to values that are comparable to pre-heat stress after the event, and the change in404

the Sr/Ca-SST relationship is smaller compared to GW10-10.405

Figure 6. GW10-10 changes between 1994 and 2004. Variations of GW10-10 a) Sr/Ca, b)
Mg/Ca, c) linear extension rate, d) mean centered proportion of Ca2+ remaining in a batch of
calcifying fluid after calcification finalizes (P) e) mean centered concentration of Ca2+ in the calci-
fying fluid ([Ca2+]cf ), and f) SST conditions derived from ERSSTv5 between 1994-2004. The green
shaded regions indicate the initial rise in Mg/Ca (green), accumulation of heat stress (dark green),
and the return to ‘normal’ conditions (light green).

Other factors that could impact the Sr/Ca-SST relationship include irregular growth406

patterns that compromise optimal sampling strategy and reduced variance of SST that407

reduces signal/noise. The bottom section of GD15-3-1 was sampled in a region of irregular408

banding (Figure S1). However, we do not observe a shift in regression slope during that409

period (Figure 5). Moreover, the apparent stress response is weaker in the core with the410

more irregular growth (GD15-3-1), supporting the inference that suboptimal sampling does411
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not play an important role in our results. We also note a reduction in standard deviation412

in SST and Sr/Ca after 1998, and during the early 1990s (Figure S10-S11). Critically, the413

weakened Sr/Ca-SST relationship only occurred post-1998. Hence, the weakened Sr/Ca-414

SST relationship cannot be explained either by suboptimal sampling of irregular growth or415

by a change in signal to noise ratio over time.416

We therefore posit that that coral physiological changes can explain the change in417

Sr/Ca-SST relationship following the 1997-1998 El Niño that caused regional bleaching.418

Previous studies have suggested three mechanisms that may weaken the Sr/Ca-SST relation-419

ship: a) attenuation of seasonality due to reduced extension rate and biosmoothing (Clarke420

et al., 2019; D’Olivo et al., 2019), b) reduced active ion transport (e.g., via Ca-ATPase421

pumping) due to diminished energy or DIC supply (Marshall & McCulloch, 2002), and c) a422

Rayleigh fractionation response to reduced calcification (Clarke et al., 2017; D’Olivo & Mc-423

Culloch, 2017). Due to the contrasting pathways by which each are impacted by heat stress,424

skeletal chemistry and growth changes can be used to distinguish among these mechanisms.425

The simplest explanation is that under stress, coral extension slows, and the climate426

signal is not as finely sampled under a constant-depth, bulk sampling protocol, leading to427

undersampling the true variance (Barnes et al., 1995; D’Olivo et al., 2019; Gagan et al.,428

2012; Nothdurft & Webb, 2007). If this explanation were true, the seasonality of Sr/Ca429

and Mg/Ca would be reduced, but their relationship would not change. However, the430

relationship between seasonal Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca in GW10-10 changes dramatically after431

1998 (Figure 7), indicating that biosmoothing cannot explain the weakening in Sr/Ca-SST432

correlation across the 1997-1998 heat stress event.433

Figure 7. Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca relationship. a-b) Time series of 3 month averaged Sr/Ca (red)
and Mg/Ca (gold) and c-d) scatter plot of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca from GW10-10 (top) and GD15-3-1
(bottom). Color in scatter plots represents time as indicated by color bar. Also shown are regression
lines calculating using data before 1997 (pre-97) and data after 1998 (post-98). Note that the y-axis
of Sr/Ca is reversed.

Alternatively, stress-related changes in active transport by paracellular or transcellular434

pathways (e.g., Ca-ATPase pumping) may explain the changes we observe. Both pathways435

require energy for ion transport, and may therefore be impacted by heat stress. However,436
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they have contrasting impacts on TE/Ca ratios: transcellular pathways can concentrate ions437

against the electrochemical gradient, whereas paracellular pathways will equilibrate ions438

based on the concentration gradient between the calcifying fluid and seawater (as reviewed439

by Thompson, n.d.). Evidence for elevated [Ca2+] in the calcifying fluid (DeCarlo et al.,440

2018; Sevilgen et al., 2019) suggests that the Ca-ATPase pump (a transcellular pathway)441

is important for ion transport, although the relative contribution of these pathways is still442

an active area of research. Using metabolic energy, Ca-ATPase actively pumps Ca2+ into443

the calcifying fluid for calcification. Concurrently, two H+ are removed from the calcifying444

fluid, which elevates pH and aragonite saturation by shifting the carbonate reactions to445

favor [CO3]-2 (as reviewed by Thompson, n.d.). Heat stress often causes corals to lose their446

symbiotic zooxanthellae (known as bleaching), which lowers the supply of energy available447

to power active Ca2+ transport (Marshall & McCulloch, 2002). The loss of metabolic energy448

would reduce the supply of Ca2+ to the calcifying fluid and decrease the calcifying fluid pH449

and aragonite saturation. This pump is thought to transport Sr similarly to Ca (Marchitto450

et al., 2018), but limited data suggest that it discriminates against Mg. Thus a weakened451

Ca-ATPase pump would increase the Mg/Ca in the coral skeleton and leave Sr/Ca largely452

unchanged. Our Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca data during the heat stress interval are consistent with453

a weaker Ca-ATPase pump, especially in the Wolf core (Figure 6). Future work will utilize454

a suite of geochemical tracers, including boron isotope systematics, to assess changes in455

the pH and aragonite saturation of the coral calcifying fluid following thermal stress and456

bleaching.457

Finally, changes in Rayleigh fractionation can also alter the Sr/Ca-SST relationship in458

corals. Rayleigh fractionation occurs due to the difference in partition coefficients among459

TEs, and leads to a negative relationship between Sr/Ca (KD ∼ 1.1) and Mg/Ca (KD460

<< 1) in the coral skeleton (amplified by the temperature dependence of Sr/Ca; Cohen461

& Gaetani, 2010; Marchitto et al., 2018; Thompson, n.d.). Increased calcification rates462

would drive stronger Rayleigh partitioning, whereas reduced calcification would weaken463

it. If calcification slowed as a consequence of reduced Ca-ATPase pumping (i.e., driving464

calcification fluid towards lower aragonite saturation and lower pH), we would expect a lower465

Mg/Ca and higher Sr/Ca ratio as Rayleigh fractionation weakened (Cohen & Gaetani, 2010).466

We observe an anticorrelation between Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca in both cores prior to 1998, and467

a weakening/reversal of this relationship in GW10-10 only after 1998 (Figure 7). However,468

this weakened relationship is marked by an increase in Mg/Ca, which contradicts what469

would be expected from weakened Rayleigh fractionation. This result suggests that reduced470

Rayleigh fractionation alone cannot explain the unusual behavior of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca in471

GW10-10.472

In contrast with our results from Wolf, we see no significant change in the relationship473

between Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca before and after the heat stress event in the Darwin record.474

Changes in the post-event Sr/Ca-SST relationship are broadly similar to those at Wolf, but475

the Mg/Ca anomaly is smaller at Darwin. The reduction in Sr/Ca-SST relationship and476

changes in Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca could be a result of weakened Rayleigh fractionation at this477

site, but the smaller Mg/Ca anomaly and consistent relationship between Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca478

point to a reduced impact of heat on this coral.479

Taking these results together, we argue that the short-term weakening of the Sr/Ca-SST480

relationship in theWolf record is related to a reduction in available energy as bleaching cut off481

photosynthetic energy supplies. This energy loss weakened the Ca-ATPase pump, increasing482

Mg/Ca in the calcifying fluid and the skeleton (due to reduced Ca) and minimally impacting483

Sr/Ca (because both Sr and Ca are reduced). On the other hand, the slight weakening of the484

Sr/Ca-SST relationship and the lack of change in Sr/Ca-Mg/Ca relationship in the Darwin485

record suggests that the effects of coral calcification on the Sr/Ca-SST relationship were486

small in that colony. Regardless of the dominant mechanism(s), the small impact observed487

in GD15-3-1 suggests a stronger resilience to warming.488
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The difference in sensitivity to heat stress between these two corals is interesting. Al-489

though environmental variations could theoretically account for this difference, by influenc-490

ing the amount of metabolic energy available and altering growth rate, in fact the islands491

are very similar in their climate; Wolf is cooler on average (∼ 0.5◦C) than Darwin (Riegl et492

al., 2019a). Even at Wolf (i.e., within the same growth environment), the extension rates of493

different coral colonies vary substantially by (∼1 cm/yr; Jimenez et al., 2018; Reed et al.,494

2021). These facts imply that environmental differences do not govern the growth rate and495

thus the sensitivity to heat stress. We suggest instead that colony-specific factors are more496

likely to be responsible for this difference. For example, symbiont taxa have different tol-497

erances for temperature change, and the dominant symbiont type can affect corals’ growth498

rate. If GW10-10 had a more sensitive symbiont type than GD15-3-1, it could have had a499

higher growth rate while also experiencing a more substantial loss of the energy powering500

the Ca-ATPase pump when under heat stress (Jones & Berkelmans, 2010). The intercolony501

difference in geochemistry suggests a greater sensitivity to heat stress in the Wolf colony,502

e.g. bleaching or bleaching severity, compared to the one from Darwin.503

3.3 Implications for Sr/Ca-SST calibration504

Many paleoclimate studies, including this one, rely on the recent SST record for cal-505

ibration, when observations are most reliable, but also when heat stress events have been506

more frequent and intense (Oliver et al., 2018). Since our results suggest that heat stress507

impacts the relationship between Sr/Ca and SST, it is important to determine whether508

including heat stress events in the calibration can bias the Sr/Ca-SST relationship used for509

SST reconstruction.510

We quantify the effect of heat stress events on the skill of the reconstruction. Removing511

2 years of Sr/Ca-SST data across the 1997-1998 El Niño from the calibration period does not512

substantially change the reconstruction skill, as indicated by the RMSE (Figure 8). However,513

the reconstruction skill increases when excluding data following the heat stress event to514

establish calibration. This result is further corroborated by a more negative regression slope515

(i.e., a stronger SST dependence) when data near and after the largest heat stress event516

(1997-98 El Niño) are excluded from calculation (Figure S12).517

Surprisingly, removing only heat stress events from the calibration dataset does not518

significantly improve SST reconstruction. Nevertheless, the RMSE is higher when the more519

recent part of the dataset is used for calibration, hinting at a long-term shift in the Sr/Ca-520

SST relationship in both records (Figure 8). Even though the underlying cause of this shift521

cannot be addressed with the data in hand, the fact that these patterns coincide with the522

1997-98 El Niño suggest this shift might be a long-term response to heat stress. We note523

that the limited length of our datasets (∼ 25 year) undermines our ability to fully quantify524

the uncertainty that this post heat stress response would add to a longer SST reconstruction.525

Nonetheless, our data suggest the choice of calibration could result in a ∼ 0.3◦C average526

difference in reconstruction.527

4 Summary and Conclusion528

Using seasonal data, we demonstrate that the Sr/Ca-SST relationship in these Galá-529

pagos corals is consistent with studies from other regions. We find that a large heat stress530

(strong El Niño) event affected the Sr/Ca-SST relationship in one of our two colonies. We531

attribute this change to a loss of metabolic energy from photosynthesis during a time of532

bleaching, resulting in weakening of the Ca-ATPase pump; we cannot rule out a secondary,533

minor attenuation of Rayleigh fractionation. Despite the impacts on the Sr/Ca-SST rela-534

tionship, we do not find a significant increase in reconstruction error even when including535

this heat stress period. However, we show an improvement in reconstruction skill when536

excluding the most recent (post-stress) data from calibration, highlighting the sensitivity of537

the reconstruction to the calibration dataset.538
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Figure 8. RMSE of reconstructed SST. RMSE of reconstructed SST after 2 years of data was
removed from GW10-10 and GD15-3-1. The x-axis labels indicate which portion of the data was
used for calibration (older: before the removed interval versus recent: after the removed interval).
Box and whiskers represent the reconstruction skill (RMSE). The color of the circles indicates the
2 year interval removed before calibration and reconstruction. The RMSE is centered on where the
2 years of data was removed.

Our study has three major implications. First, despite the tendency to calibrate Sr/Ca539

with SST at monthly resolution given a sufficient coral growth rate, our analyses suggest540

that this monthly relationship results in larger, non-climate-related residuals. Instead, using541

3-month averaged data for Sr/Ca-SST calibration yields improved (Gaussian) residuals.542

We recommend routine examination of residuals when calibrating proxy to instrumental543

data. Second, the Sr/Ca-SST relationship in these corals is affected by heat stress, even544

in highly variable environments such as the eastern equatorial Pacific; the sensitivity varies545

among individuals. Lastly, although removing the heat stress period does not improve546

SST reconstruction, the SST reconstruction skill increases when data from the post-stress547

period is excluded from calibration, which could reflect a systemic response to heat stress.548

These results imply that calibrating Sr/Ca-SST using the most recent period, when corals549

have experienced greater levels of extreme heat stress, might increase SST reconstruction550

error. We suggest that calibration to instrumental data include analysis of the suitability551

of calibration intervals, not just in terms of instrumental data coverage, but also to exclude552

extreme events that might bias the calibration and resulting climate reconstruction.553
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